**MERCI SUÁREZ CHANGES GEARS**
Author: Meg Medina

Eleven-year-old Cuban American Merci Suárez balances the demands of her multi-generational family with the challenges of being a scholarship student at a private school in Florida.

**TIN**
Author: Padraig Kenny

Set in an alternative history of the 1930s, a young boy and his robot friends try to find the truth about his past.

**THE REMARKABLE JOURNEY OF COYOTE SUNRISE**
Author: Dan Gemeinhart

Twelve-year-old Coyote must convince his father go back to their old home, with its memories of loss to save a memory box she buried in a park that is about to be torn down.

**THE BREAKAWAYS**
Author: Cathy G. Johnson

Faith has just joined the lowest-level girls’ soccer team for her middle school. Her teammates are more concerned with drama than winning. But little by little, they start to form bonds of friendship and support each other—even if they’re the soccer team in last place.

**Sweep**
Author: Kelly Yang

Auxier wipes away the grime from a bleak chapter in history, where children were forced to work dangerous jobs that claimed many lives. He questions what makes one a monster and applauds helping others, activism, education, earthly marvels, and the possibility of magic. Nan’s fiery personality will attract readers like moths, and Auxier’s unusual blend of mythology and history will keep them transfixed. Booklist.

**THE GOLDFISH BOY**
Author: Lisa Thompson

Matthew Corbin—aka the Goldfish Boy—can’t get himself to school, let alone leave his room. Severe obsessive-compulsive disorder has taken over his life, and like a fish in a bowl, one of his few outlets is to look out the window and wonder what the outside world is up to. But when a little boy goes missing in the neighborhood, it turns out that a lot of people—the police, the neighbors, and his parents—want to know what Matthew has seen. Suddenly, Matthew finds himself at the unwanted center of a scary disappearance.
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